
Technical Data

Heavy duty 
degreaser

l

No solvents

l

Corrosion 
inhibitors

Directions
      Wear safety equipment recommended on MSDS, place Wet 
Floor Signs and read all directions and cautions prior to beginning 
your work.
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What the Pros Know
Low foam surfactant systems are 

necessary when auto scrubbers and wet vacs 
are used.  Their use saves time by allowing 
the vacuum to run longer between dumps 
and by making the rinse process more 
efficient.

2nd SHIFT
HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL DEGREASER

! Spontaneously emulsifies oily soil - Works fast; effective in 
auto scrubbers and pressure washers

! Contains No solvents - Safer for workers and the 
environment

! Contains corrosion inhibitors - Safe on most industrial 
surfaces

! Free rinsing - Will not leave dulling soap film

2nd Shift is a versatile heavy duty degreaser meant for tough 
industrial cleaning jobs. It emulsifies greasy, oily soil for easy and 
complete removal. A special low foam formulation makes this 
water based cleaner/degreaser ideal for use in automatic floor 
scrubbing machines.  It eliminates costly work stoppages due to 
foam build-up in the recovery tank.  This product is economical 
and versatile.  Its varied dilution ratios enable use in a wide range 
of applications, from heavy duty degreasing to general purpose 
cleaning.  When used in pressure sprayers, it generates cleaning 
power without over abundant suds.  
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Specifications
Available Sizes........................4/1G, 5G, 55G
Physical State ...................................... Liquid
Color ................................................... Clear
Fragrance ............................................ Bland
Foaming ................................................. Low
Free Rinsing ............................................. Yes
Petroleum Distillates ............................. None
Viscosity ................................................ Thin
Phosphates ........................................... None
Specific Gravity ..................................... 1.05
pH (undiluted) ...................................... 12.8
USDA.........................................C1, A4, A8
HMIS Hazard Rating
Health ........................................................ 3
Flammability .............................................. 0
Reactivity .................................................... 1
Personal Protection ..................................... C

Areas of Use
Emulsifying degreaser for heavy duty 
maintenance. Non-butyl emulsifier is 
concentrated for fast action in the toughest 
oily and greasy soils.
! Emulsifies oily soils on industrial 

equipment, parts, soak tanks, tools 
and engines

! Excellent for food service filters, fans, 
vent hoods, grills, ovens and other 
surfaces 

! General cleaner for floors and counters

Here is a guide to use dilutions:
Heavy Soil: 1:16 to 1:8 (8-16 ounces of per gal. of water)
Normal Soil: 1:32 to 1:16 (4-8 ounces of per gal. of water)
Light Soil: 1:64 to 1:32 (2-4 ounces of per gal. of water)
STEAM, HOT OR COLD PRESSURE 
CLEANING EQUIPMENT: Use 2ND SHIFT in 
the equipment in accordance with the equipment 
manufacturer's instructions. Adjust use dilution 
strength for optimum cleaning. Rinse with hot or cold 
clean water.
FLOOR CLEANING: Add 2ND SHIFT to the 
cleaning solution tank after filling it with water. Adjust 
use dilution strength to optimize cleaning results and 
efficiency.
MOPPING EQUIPMENT: Dilute between 1:50 and 
1:5 (2-25 ounces per gallon of water). Prepare use 
dilution based on the amount and type of soil to be 
cleaned. Apply to floor, allow to work, and agitate with 
mop or brush, pick up and rinse if needed.
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